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Dear Jim and Lynda,

 

Cancelations, layoffs, disruptions, sickness, stock market down, recession, government bailout, empty shelves in

stores, cabin fever, fear, anxiety, worry, scary updates and projections – the entire world is turned upside down.

 

These are all words very familiar to all of us. It is a different world than just a month ago. I hear what is happening

here in the United States, and through the missionaries I work with, I hear what is going on around the world. In

some places, it is not as bad, and in some places, it is worse. What are we to do? For Christians the answer is simple.

We have had to change everything we were doing, but God and His plan for us has not changed. God is still in

control and wants us be a part of His plan to take the gospel to the world. How we fulfill God’s plan for us has

changed, but the plan has not changed.

 

We have changed how we share the gospel with people. I am a walker, and I am seeing a different and larger

crowd when I walk than before COVID-19 changed our world. While maintaining a 6-foot distance, I have been able

to build some relationship with people I never saw before. My goal is to turn conversations of worry and 

 uncertainty to the sure hope we have in Christ.

 

Our church has changed from meeting in our building to online services. I have been a part of online interactive

forums with pastors, and they all report similar results about their online services. Churches are seeing three to five

times more people watching online than were attending their church before COVID-19. There is no doubt that our

tough times are causing people to turn to God.

 

Missionaries I am in regular contact with are nervous about the circumstances they find themselves in where the

medical care is very poor, but people are seeking for the answers and comfort that can only come from God. I am

working with missionaries on creative ways to continue raising funds to go the mission field or to stay on the

mission field to reach the people God has called the missionary to reach. Your support for Abound allows us to

provide this help for missionaries so the spread of the gospel continues around the world. Thank you for your

continued support.

 
Lewis McClendon


